PIPING AT ITS BEST

HDPE Pipe and Fitting System for the Transfer of Fuels
NUPI AMERICAS INC. was founded in 2001 and is based in Houston, TX where it established a warehouse and production facility. Another warehouse is located in South Carolina.

NUPI AMERICAS has its roots in NUPI INDUSTRIE ITALIANE S.P.A., that has its origin in NUPI S.P.A. and GECO SYSTEM S.P.A. – two companies with more than 40 years of experience in the field.

NUPI INDUSTRIE ITALIANE S.P.A. and NUPI AMERICAS together develop and manufacture piping systems for use in industrial, sanitary (plumbing), HVAC applications, waterworks, gas and irrigation markets. Relying on experience and constant growth, our companies have proven to be cutting edge manufacturers, ready to meet the needs of the market while also protecting the environment.

In 1995, following the completion of an extensive Research and Development program, we introduced a new range of revolutionary piping systems specifically designed for petroleum, chemical and petrochemical applications. Since then, two special piping systems made of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) have been marketed worldwide: SMARTFLEX for the downstream and OILTECH for the upstream.

A few years later, the SMARTCONDUIT piping system for the conveyance and protection of power and data cables in hydrocarbon-rich environments was designed. Our trademarked systems are real system solutions, covering a wide range of applications, reducing costs, avoiding waste and increasing productivity. Thanks to their quality, these products have passed many different tests and have obtained the most prestigious certificates and listings, in line with the regulations of the five continents for the construction of water and gas networks and systems for the transport of fuels.

Producing better quality and being cost effective is the goal, which is made easier everyday by new technology. Our companies are continuously investing in research and development programs, while strengthening our production systems, operated by a sophisticated technology that guarantees the highest quality of products.

Our facilities use modern, state-of-the-art computer controlled production equipment and methods that guarantee products of the highest quality together with continuous quality control systems.

On these solid foundations NUPI INDUSTRIE ITALIANE S.P.A. and NUPI AMERICAS demonstrate leadership throughout the thermoplastic piping industry. Our customers can rely on the best quality materials and precise manufacture, obtained through completely automated production systems resulting in timely deliveries.

Customer satisfaction is pursued through high quality products and the constant attention to our customers’ needs and requirements and by means of an effective team of people in post-sales service, effective and precise technical assistance and intensive training of installers.
THE PRODUCT

SMARTFLEX™ is a multi-layer piping system manufactured by NUPI AMERICAS Inc. for the transfer of automotive and aviation fuels, biofuels and hazardous fluids. A system with UL Listing, EN, IP, Kiwa and many more approvals that is used and approved by all the major international petroleum companies. The range is available both in SINGLE WALL and DOUBLE WALL models. SMARTFLEX™ is produced using the latest technopolymers that are biocompatible and fully recyclable. The quality of the materials used and the strict quality controls in its manufacture allow NUPI AMERICAS Inc. to provide a product warranty of 30 years.

APPLICATIONS & FLEXIBILITY

The SMARTFLEX™ system has been optimised to be used in underground applications and for the conveyance of the widest range of the most common fuels available on the market. It is also compatible with mixtures of these fuels combined in the most varied percentages. Here are some examples:

- 98 unleaded gasoline
- 95 unleaded gasoline
- 95 unleaded gasoline with 8 to 10% ethanol (SE95-E10)
- Methanol
- Toluene
- Kerosene
- Alcohol fuels
- Diesel fuels
- Aviation fuels
- Diesel oil
- Non-sulphur diesel oil
- Naphtha
- DOM fuel
- Jet Fuel A
- Bio diesel
- E85 ethanol

SMARTFLEX™ products are available in various dimensions and configurations, making the system suitable to any kind of installation. The most common applications for SMARTFLEX™ pipes and fittings, both in suction and pressure installations, are as follows:

- ROAD AND MOTORWAY SERVICE STATIONS
- HARBOR AND MARINE SERVICE STATIONS (MARINAS)
- FUEL DISTRIBUTION IN AIRPORTS
- FUEL STORAGE TANKS
- GENERATOR CONNECTIONS TO FUEL TANKS
CHARACTERISTICS & BENEFITS

- **FULL SINGLE WALL RANGE**
  Full range from Ø 1"½ to Ø 4".
  More than 30,000 service stations in the five continents in perfect working order.

- **FULL DOUBLE WALL RANGE**
  Primary Ø 1"½ - Secondary Ø 2"
  Primary Ø 2" - Secondary Ø 2"½
  Primary Ø 3" - Secondary Ø 5"
  Primary Ø 4" - Secondary Ø 5"
  Thanks to an investment of more than US $ 3,5 million all our fittings are molded. This means more compact parts (less bulky installations) and ease of implementation by reducing the installation time.

- **NO CORROSION**
  HDPE pipes are resistant to all degrees of water hardness as well as chemicals. They have a high resistance to acids and alkalis in a wide range of concentrations and temperatures.

- **RESISTANCE TO STRAY CURRENTS**
  Polyethylene is a very poor electrical conductor, thereby avoiding the risk of perforation of the pipe or fittings caused by stray currents.

- **LOW PRESSURE DROP**
  SMARTFLEX™ pipes have reduced pressure losses because their surface is very smooth (roughness = 5,6 x10⁻⁶ ft and Hazen-Williams friction factor = 150).

- **ABRASION RESISTANCE**
  The high resistance to abrasion of the SMARTFLEX™ system provides high velocity of gasoline circulation without erosion problems.

- **LIFE**
  More than 30 years, depending on temperature and working pressure.

The key material employed in the production of SMARTFLEX™ is high-density polyethylene (HDPE-PE100), a material with high durability and working benefits to the user. Moreover, HDPE can be a more cost-effective solution than more traditional materials such as metal. All SMARTFLEX™ primary piping consists of a multi-layer composite wall lined product pipe that combines the excellent mechanical properties of HDPE with the low permeability and high resistance to hydro-carbons of a new class of polymers used in the lining material.

FIND OUT MORE!
The SMARTFLEX™ system is certified by **85 prestigious international quality control institutions** such as:

- **UL** United States of America - UL971
- **ERA TECHNOLOGY** European Standard - EN14125
- **KIWA** The Netherlands - BRL K 552
- **DIBt** Germany - Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik
- **IP** UK - Institute of Petroleum

Just to mention some...

### TRACEABILITY

The installation **technology based on the electrofusion system** is one of the most used connection methods in the installation of polyethylene pipes. Electrofusion is the thermal junction process between pipe and fitting obtained by heating a resistance wire included in the fitting.

One of the latest proposal by **NUPI AMERICAS Inc.** is **the new SMARTWELD welding machine associated to its NUPI WELDING APP**, an innovative tool that allows installers to jump into the future by eliminating paper and manual management of the information related to the installation of pipes and fittings.

**NUPI WELDING CLOUD** is an **APP designed for the most demanding installers that solves all the problems of welding traceability**. It allows a total management of all information regarding construction site, welds, traceability of the products installed, installation mapping by GPS tracking and all subsequent testing activities. The new **SMARTWELD welding machine allows to carry out welds without errors and manage them by using the latest technologies such as communication via WIFI and Internet** for welding control and data management, a Cloud storage area and fingerprint detection for the recognition of the identity of the operator.
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